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Tank Of Gold
Man Buys Tank Off eBay, Could Not Believe
What He Finds Inside
Feb 5, 2018
By Asher Weber

1

. The Treasure Hunt Begins
One day, while Nick Mead was perusing the internet
looking for another combat vehicle to add to his vast
collection, he came across a Russian T-54 that was up for
sale on eBay. Inspired by the type of tank, he came up with
an unusual business idea “I saw it advertised and I had this
idea of doing a From Russia With Love experience, where
people would come and drive three Russian tanks,” Mead
told the Daily Mail. Mead may not have been looking for
buried treasure, but the treasure was certainly about to find
him in the most unexpected way.
2. The Soviet T-54
This specific model of tank, the Russian T-54, is part of a
series of main battle tanks there were introduced by the
Soviet Union in the years immediately following the Second
World War.
These tanks have been involved in
numerous armed conflicts throughout history.

“A Frenzy seized my soul: unbidden my legs performed some entirely new movements of polka steps, I
took several .… Piles of gold rose before me at every
step; castles of marble, dazzling the eye with their rich
appliances; thousands of slaves bowing to my beck
and call; myriads of fair virgins contending with each
other for my love, were among the fancies of my fevered imaginations. The Rothschilds, Girards and Astors appeared to me but poor people; in short, I had a
very violent attack of the Gold Fever.”
- James H. Carson, Recollections
of the California Mines

It’s estimated that over 100,000
Russian T-54 tanks were built until production of the series
was halted in 1979, being replaced by newer models. The
Russian T-54 tank was used in active battle throughout the
world, including the Middle East, the Vietnam War and Angola just to name a few.
3. The Man Who Missed Out
A 23-year-old man named Joe Hewes posted the old Soviet
war tank on eBay for sale. He was happy to sell the tank but
ended up trading it with Mead. Hewes traded the tank in for
two other armored vehicles. Together, worth around
$42,000.
Little did he know at the time that there was a fortune hid(Continued on page 3)
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T

he News is the official newsletter of the Rocky
Mountain Prospectors and Treasure Hunters
Club (RMPTH): our mailing address is 278
Sierra Vista Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80524.
Opinions expressed in The News are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the
club or its members. Publication of information in
The News constitutes no guarantee of accuracy. Use
of any information found in this publication is at the
sole risk of the user. Neither RMPTH, nor its coordinators, nor The News, nor its editors or contributors
assume any liability for damages resulting from use
of information in this publication.
Submissions
Articles, letters and short items of interest on prospecting, detecting and treasure hunting topics are
welcome and encouraged. All items submitted for
publication are subject to editing. Submittals for publication may be made in writing or, preferably, in
ASCII text format on IBM-compatible disk. If you have
questions about a submission, please contact the editor for information.

Advertising
Classified advertising for topic related items is free
for non-business ads. See the “Trading Post” section
for donation pricing of camera-ready display ads. Donations for ad makeup from sketches, etc., are available on request.
About RMPTH
RMPTH is an independent nonprofit hobbyist social
club, open to anyone interested in prospecting, detecting or treasure hunting. Its purpose is to provide an
educational and social forum of mutual benefit for
members. RMPTH holds a monthly meeting and conducts various field outings, as well as offers special
presentations and seminars. Active participants have
voting privileges. The monthly newsletter, The News,
is readily available on the Internet. Annual dues are
$25 payable in June. Applicants joining in any month
other than June pay partial dues of $2 per month for
months remaining prior to following June plus $1. ✍

Copyright
Unless otherwise noted, other nonprofit groups
may reprint or quote from any articles appearing in
The News without prior permission, provided that
proper author and publication credits are given and
that a copy of the publication in which the article appears is sent at no cost to RMPTH at the above mailing address. Clubs wishing to exchange newsletters
with RMPTH are invited to send a copy of their newsletter together with an exchange request.

CLUB MEMBERS TAKE NOTE
Club Hats, Shirts, Jackets, & Patches are again available.
Ask for info at the club meetings to purchase your club items!
We will be running a 50/50 Drawing at each club meeting. At the end of each
meeting we will split the pot 50/50 and a lucky member will go home with more
money than they came with.!
The remaining 50% goes to the club treasury.
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den inside the old tank he sold. A fortune that would be
worth over 60 times what the bartered vehicles were worth.
But along with that fortune came a dark secret.
4. Hidden Treasures
Nick Mead has been collecting combat vehicles for a long
time and he knows that some of them come with more than
what meets the eye. Tanks are deadly war machines, but
during times of conflict and uncertainty, they are also used
for other means.
When political climates are uncertain and regimes are in a
state of uncertainty or in danger of collapsing, tanks have
been used throughout history to safely transport people and
items of precious value. Whether that be important people
or stolen treasure, each tank comes with a unique story of
their own.
5. Origin of the Soviet Tank
The origin of the Soviet tank Nick Mead bought on eBay is
undoubtedly an interesting one. The tank, while Soviet in
origin, was manufactured in China and had been used by
the Iraqi army under the command of none other than the
notorious Saddam Hussain.
Tanks were used extensively during the Iran-Iraq war which
lasted a grueling 8 years and claimed hundreds of thousands of lives. Shortly after the war, which ended in a stalemate, tanks were used during the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.
During the invasion, Iraq looted the rich Persian Gulf nation
of countless treasures, many of which were transported by
tank.
6. Mead and His Team
Shortly after receiving the tank, Mead and his team at
Tanks-Alot quickly got to work. They worked to examine
the tank’s condition, started replacing parts that were damaged, and also restored parts that had eroded over time. All
to get the tank back to pristine condition and fully operational.
As part of the process, the Tanks-Alot team searched every
nook and cranny of the armored vehicle, knowing that they
would have to be as thorough as possible. Overlooking just
one part of the vehicle might mean it could critically malfunction or worse, put Mead’s customers in grave danger.
7. Something Suspicious
After putting in countless hours working on the tank, inspecting and restoring, the team ran across something out
of the ordinary. One of the tank’s fuel canisters was not
working, like it had been purposely disabled, but there was
certainly something inside.
The team could tell by the weight of the canister that something had been stored inside, in secret, something that wasn’t supposed to be easily found. After carefully removing the
canister that was mounted on the tank the team found
something that they had never expected to find.
8. The Goods
The team cautiously removed the fuel canister and prepared
themselves for what they were about to find. At best case it
The News, February 2019

would be something valuable, at worst case it could be
something that would put them all in danger.
Within the fuel tank, the Tanks-Alot team found a stockpile
of ammunition. For
now, they were in the
clear. The ammunition would have to
be reported and
turned over to the
proper authority for
disposal. There was
no telling how old
the bullets were and
whether they were
even fit for use. Trying to use a corroded
or faulted bullet in a
gun could spell disaster, so the team took the cautious route.
9. Another Suspicious Find
The team grew more diligent after the first find, knowing
that if the tank had been used to hide items then in all likelihood there were more hidden secrets inside. And sure
enough, they ended up finding another huge secret.
Just as they had discovered the ammunition, the team
found another fuel tank that was not functional. This fuel
tank, though, was much heavier than the last. Not heavy
because it contained fuel or ammo, but something else altogether.
10. Proceed With Caution
This time the team was certain that the canister would hold
firearms, to go along with the ammunition they had previously found. But after disconnecting the it from the tank,
suspicion rose that it was something else entirely.
The team decided that this time they would take a video of
the unveiling of whatever was inside the canister. Just in
case the items within were illegal, in which case the team
might need to protect themselves and prove the items were
not theirs, but came in the newly purchased tank.
11. The Buried Treasure
The fuel canister was so heavy that it took two people with
crowbars just to get it up high enough to reach inside. The
underside of the canister had been broken open to get the
mysterious items.
Mead’s colleague reached his hand inside, not knowing
what to expect.
After a few painstaking moments struggling with the weight
of the item inside the canister, he pulled out a brick that
gleamed ever so slightly. A brush against his clothes revealed a shine, a shiny gold bullion. The Tanks-Alot team
had struck gold!
12. Better Than Puppies
Excitement immediately filled the room and the two colleagues that were previously struggling to hold the canister
(Continued on page 6)
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Find of the Month
Winners
January, 2019

Most Valuable Coin:
Barb Schuldt – 1964 Dime
Oldest Coin: No Entry
Largest Raw Gold: No Entry
Most Raw Gold: No Entry
Best Bottle: Barb Schuldt Old Coke Bottle
Best Jewelry:
Keaton Fordyce – Gold Ring
Most Unique Find:
Barb Schuldt – Old Door
Knocker
Token:
Barb Schuldt – Cinamark Movie Token
Rock, Gem, Mineral & Fossil:
Barb Schuldt – Dendrite Speciment

Small turnout at this meeting!!

I was addicted
to the Hokey
Pokey but I
turned myself
around.
Gold Glossary
Flour Gold/Gold Dust - Gold that is so fine that it looks
and feels like flour or dust. "The bread and butter of prospecting." Nuggets are just a bonus.

TREASURE HUNTER’S
CODE OF ETHICS

I WILL respect private property and do no treasure
hunting without the owner's permission.
I WILL fill all excavations.
I WILL appreciate and protect our heritage of natural
resources, wildlife, and private property.
I WILL use thoughtfulness, consideration, and courtesy
at all times.
I WILL build fires in designated or safe places only.
I WILL leave gates as found.
I WILL remove and properly dispose of any trash that I
find.
I WILL NOT litter.
I WILL NOT destroy property, buildings, or what is left
of ghost towns and deserted structures.
I WILL NOT tamper with signs, structural facilities, or
equipment.
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The British Detector
Scene
Payday for metal detectorists as average treasure find now worth £2,671
Hannah Furness , Arts Correspondent December 28,
2018

T

hey may be stereotyped as amateur hobbyists,
spending their evenings traipsing through fields
for the love of the search.

Mineral Specimen Identification
As part of their community outreach, Metropolitan State
College of Denver, Dep. of Earth & Atmospheric
Science, Professional Services Division offers FREE
MINERAL SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATION. Participants
will aid in the education of future Geoscientists!
Details and specimen submittal forms with instructions
can be downloaded
from:
SPECIAL OFFER FREE MINERAL SPECIMEN
http://college.earthscienceeducation.net/MINPET/
MINID.pdf

But the life of a metal detectorist can very well pay off, it
seems.
The average treasure find reported to the authorities and
valued last year made £2,671, it has emerged, a total
value of £643,683 across 241 items.
It is the first time the valuation committee has released
figured for the average find, as the number of reported
treasures continues to rise each year.
The Treasure Act Annual Report, which has just been
published and records objects found in 2016 which have
now finished going through the process of valuation,
showed 1,116 worthy finds in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland, some 363 of which are considered so
significant they have been acquired by public collections.
The average find was worth £2,671, it found, thanks to
numerous exceptionally high value items including the
Leekfrith Iron Age Torcs found in Staffordshire and
worth £325,000, and a grave assemblage found around
Winfarthing, Norfolk at £145,000.
The Leekfrith gold torcs discovered on Staffordshire
farmland The Leekfrith gold torcs discovered on Staf(Continued on page 7)

Refreshment Volunteers
February—Daryl & Jana Fordyce
March—Anne & Ray
April—Carolyn & Mike Houser
May—Barb Schuldt & Bob Murphy
June—Brian Bussell
July—Virgil & Linda Kapperman
August—Volunteer Needed
September—Volunteer Needed
October—Volunteer Needed
November– Dan Kelly
The News, February 2019

Property Wanted
For Detector Hunt
RMPTH is looking for private property on which to hold
an organized club detector hunt. Obviously, it would be
most ideal if this property is known to have seen some
past historical activity. If you have such property or
know of someone who does, please contact Rick Mattingly to plan a club field outing event.
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up were suddenly filled with adrenaline-infused strength
like they had never been before. Mechanic Todd Chamberlain reached his hand back in to see if he could find more
gold bars.
Like magic, every time he stuck his hand in, it came back
out with another gold bullion! One of the workers commented that the experience was better than a dog having puppies. One after another they kept coming until finally, they
had five gold bullions in total. But the story didn’t end
there.
13. Finders Keepers?
The entire Tanks-Alot team was overjoyed by the amazing
find. Never in their wildest dreams had they thought they
would find solid gold bars, a small fortune inside a tank
that was purchased off eBay. But could they keep their new
found treasure?
The question of whether they could keep the gold or not
immediately came up. Nick Mead, the owner of the business
stepped in with a firm foot. He said that they would do everything according to the book and report the find to the
proper authorities.
14. The Police
Mead contacted the police to inform them of what the team
found hidden inside the tank and they sent over police officers. The officers came to the farm and collected the gold
bars, leaving Mead with only a receipt.
That receipt is now Mead’s only connection to the gold bars
that are locked away tightly in a UK police station. According to the police, they are going to attempt to locate the
rightful owners of the gold. But where did they come from?
15. The Wonders of the Internet
These days you can buy anything online. Literally anything.
The vast endless void that is known as the internet can be a
dark and scary place. But we aren’t talking about the dark
web where people do illegal things like human trafficking.
We are talking about eBay, the multi-billion dollar ecommerce company. eBay is a curious place, chocked full of
oddities. People have sold things as strange as imaginary
friends, unassembled snowmen and gum chewed by Britney
Spears on eBay.
But tanks? Looks like there’s a market for everything.
16. The Man Behind It All
Nick Mead has an undoubtedly unusual hobby: tanks. But
not figurines, the real-life things. While to most it would
seem very odd (and possibly illegal) to try and buy a tank
on eBay, to Mead, it wouldn’t be the first time. By the time
Nick Mead set out to buy this particular tank, the one that
would change the rest of his life, he already had a wide collection of tanks in his arsenal. But was he attempting to
overthrow the government? Just a military enthusiast? Or
was it something else completely?
17. The Reason Why
So just what exactly is the reason for Nick Mead’s tank colPage 6

lection? His job. Mead runs a rather out of the ordinary
business that deals with tanks and other armored vehicles.
If you watch a lot of war movies, there is a chance that you
have seen some of his tanks.
Mead’s company rents out tanks and other armored vehicles to be used in movies and TV shows. You’ve probably
never asked yourself where the tanks in films and movies
come from, have you? Well, they come from companies like
Mead’s. But even he couldn’t anticipate what was coming
next.
18. Tanks-Alot
The name of Nick Mead’s company is ‘Tanks-Alot’ and he
offers just that, a LOT of tanks. At his farm in the village of
Helmdon, England, you can drive tanks around and even
experience crushing a car with the tank that you drive.
Mead’s business also offers a number of other services and
activities. You can even do a tank driving license course at
the locations. After you pass your license test, you are able
to buy a tank from Tanks-Alot. There is a wide variety of
tanks in their collection for sale, in case you’re interested in
making a purchase.
19. Not As Hard As You Think
Right now you might be thinking that it must be near impossible to buy a tank, much less have an entire collection
(or as some may look at it, an army) of tanks. Well, as it
turns out it isn’t that difficult at all.
In the United States and in the United Kingdom, there are a
number of businesses similar to Mead’s. In many cases, the
main gun of the tank must be decommissioned, but the actual process of buying the tank isn’t a problem at all.
20. An Impressive Collection
To date, Nick Mead has collected over 150 tanks, which is
quite the personal army. In fact, there are small countries
that don’t even have that many tanks. The tanks that Mead
buys come from all over the world, each with a unique story
and background.
Having been in the business for so long, Mead knows that
sometimes tanks are used for more than just war. Sometimes they are used for hiding and smuggling. In the enormous vehicle, it’s fairly simple to find nooks and crannies to
stow things away.
21. The Challenger
Mead also has a rather controversial tank in his collection,
a tank known as Challenger 1. The Challenger 1 is a British
made main battle tank and Mead holds the title of being the
only private citizen in the world to own one.
But that’s not what’s controversial. What’s controversial is
that the Challenger 1 tank is still currently in use by the
British military in war. This has led many people to ask,
just how did Nick Mead get his hands on one.
22. Well Known
How Nick Mead managed to purchase the rare, still in use,
tank may be a mystery, but it is certainly no secret. He is
well-known in his community for his business and general
enthusiasm for all things tank.
(Continued on page 8)
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Masonville Gold Rush
by Barbara Fleming

C

al Carter never gave up on his dream of
striking it rich by finding a mother lode of
gold. When he died at 91, he was still working a small mine near Masonville, alone and still
dreaming.

Masonville, south and west of Fort Collins, came to
be thanks to a gold rush in the early 1890s. Although most seekers of gold in Colorado had long
since moved on, a promising strike by Thomas
Llewllyn from his mine on Redstone Creek brought
miners rushing once more to dig mines and search
again. Around the creek and the Buckhorn Creek
area, mines blossomed like spring flowers. For a
time, hope reigned. In fact, by 1896 people spoke
of the area as another Cripple Creek, and the Loveland Reporter Herald noted that a sizable sum of
outside capital was arriving to help develop Cal
Carter’s claim at Camp Carter.
It was evident that a town was needed to house all
the eager prospectors, so James Mason, a local
farmer and cattleman, donated 80 acres for that
purpose. The town was first called Mason City, but
that, said the postal service, was too similar to the
same-named town in Iowa, so the name was
changed to Masonville. Optimistically, 800 lots
were laid out; Union Pacific even took an interest.
At the time, the railroad line came within just a few
miles of the new town. But the company bided its
time to see what would happen.
In Loveland, George Clarke opened an assay office,
basing his estimates on small amounts of ore from
promising veins. At one point Carter was told he
had found a vein that would prove out at $50,000 a
ton. Alas, when his load arrived at a smelter in
Denver, it yielded only a slender $12 per ton. Despite that setback he refused to abandon hope.
Soon, the Loveland Mining and Development Company formed, chaired by the optimistic assayer
Clarke, with each shareholder (only one share per
person allotted) paying a small monthly fee to develop promising properties. A stamp mill was
erected to process the untold riches in gold that
would soon arrive there.
But, as often happened, no one (including Cal
Carter) found a mother lode. In fact, no one found
much of anything worth pursuing. Soon enough, all
of the miners but Carter had left, abandoning a
town that never came to life and visions of riches
The News, February 2019

that never materialized. Remnants of the stamp mill
can still be found east of Masonville, according to author Robert Brown.
Today a small rural community, Masonville did ultimately revive and acquired its own zip code, 80541,
but little remains to remind residents and visitors of
its colorful beginning—although Carter’s lonely grave
stands as sentinel to the gold rush that flourished
there for a short time two centuries ago.

✍

(Continued from page 5)

fordshire farmland Credit: Staffordshire Council A total
of 60 items, or collections of items, were valued at more
than £1,000, with finders fees being split between the
detectorist who struck gold and the owner of the land it
was found on.
The median value was finds was £270, once numerous
coins, jewellery and significant metal fragments were
taken into account.
The figures discount those finds not suitable for reporting: from modern coins to metal trinkets uncovered for
curiosity's’ sake but not worth sending to a museum.
Hobbyists in Norfolk were particularly successful, with a
total of 130 finds in the year, with Suffolk at 80, Hampshire at 62 and Lincolnshire at 56 also enjoying a fruitful season.
The most remarkable find came from a Staffordshire
field: four twisted neckbands later confirmed as the earliest example of Iron Age gold ever found in Britain.
The two men who discovered the find had swept the
field 20 years earlier with no joy, only to come across
the find of a lifetime in December 2016.
In Peover Superior, Cheshire, another two friends found
nearly 7,000 Roman coins in a field. Ronald Lees 62,
described how they had found wire, ring pulls and nails
before his metal detector beeped on the hidden hoard.
“I was soaking wet and freezing cold, but all of a sudden
nothing else mattered – I was ecstatic,” he told his local
newspaper at the time. “The last person who held the
coins could have been a Roman Emperor, a gladiator or
a serf.”
It has now been valued at £40,000 and has been acquired by Liverpool Museums.
A selection of the most unusual and valuable finds are
announced at the British Museum each year.
Remarkably, the landowners or finders of 86 of the objects acquired by museums waived their payments, preferring to donate them for the public good.
(Continued on page 9)
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more gobsmacked.”

Having been in the business for so long, Mead knows that
sometimes tanks are used for more than just war. Sometimes they are used for hiding and smuggling. In the enormous vehicle, it’s fairly simple to find nooks and crannies to
stow things away.

25. Joy Riding
Nick Mead takes advantage of his tanks being street legal
and often drives through town. He says that people wave “as
if their hands are going to drop off” when they see him.
Mead even has fun teasing the local police.

21. The Challenger
Mead also has a rather controversial tank in his collection,
a tank known as Challenger 1. The Challenger 1 is a British
made main battle tank and Mead holds the title of being the
only private citizen in the world to own one.

“The police often grin or look the other way and most of
them don’t know what to do, it’s not every day you see a
tank rolling into town,” the tank enthusiast told The Telegraph. He certainly seems to enjoy seeing people’s reactions.

But that’s not what’s controversial. What’s controversial is
that the Challenger 1 tank is still currently in use by the
British military in war. This has led many people to ask,
just how did Nick Mead get his hands on one.

26. Safety First
Even though the tank is street legal, that doesn’t mean that
driving a giant war machine down a bustling city street is a
simple task. One wrong move and the 17-tonne tank can
easily crush a car or worse.

22. Well Known
How Nick Mead managed to purchase the rare, still in use,
tank may be a mystery, but it is certainly no secret. He is
well-known in his community for his business and general
enthusiasm for all things tank.

Mead admits that he has had some close calls while driving
the tank in town but the worst that has ever happened was
taking the fuel cap off a bus that got too close. “But in my
20 years driving tanks I’ve never had once crash, I’m always
extremely careful, especially with the kids.”

After all, it would be pretty hard to hide a tank in a village,
much less an entire fleet of them. Mead can frequently be
seen driving his massive tanks around and customers flock
to his business to experience the thrill and adrenaline rush
of driving one.

27. Origin Theories
It is believed that the gold bars were stolen from Kuwait by
Iraqi soldiers during the invasion of the small Persian Gulf
nation in 1990. Iraq looted billions of dollars worth of valuable items from Kuwait during the occupation, only some of
which were returned.

23. Making Headlines
Even prior to Mead’s amazing discovery of the treasure hidden in a tank, he was making headlines just for driving his
children to school. You would think that driving his children to school is a pretty ordinary task. But Nick Mead is
no ordinary man.
Mead made the news for driving his two kids to school in a
17-tonne tank. Now that’s a great way to impress your
friends in class! Mead says that his kids love it but that they
are so used to it by now that they are most likely bored of
the novelty of it all.
24. Street Legal
If you’re not surprised by how easy it is to buy a tank then
you will definitely be surprised to learn that it is legal to
drive them on the streets just like you would a car.
As you can imagine, Mead says that he gets a lot of attention
when he drives his armored vehicles around town. “People
often do a double take. They can’t believe it, and when they
see the tax disc which verifies it’s road legal, they’re even

After the war Iraq returned 3,216 gold bars to Kuwait, each
of which was individually weighed. The return was overseen
by United Nations forces. Another possibility is that the gold
was stolen from Saddam Hussain’s personal stash. After the
US invasion of Iraq troops found almost a billion dollars
worth of hidden treasure, including gold.
28. Dangers of Gold
While the thought of keeping the gold might have momentarily come across the minds of Nick Mead’s team, in the
end it would have been a terrible idea. The gold Mead found
in the Soviet tank is estimated to be worth around $2.4 million.Mead’s entire company quickly learned about the find
as the word got out quickly. Had he kept the gold for himself, robbers would have done anything necessary to steal it,
endangering Mead, his family and the Tanks-Alot employees.
29. Viral Story
The story of Mead’s incredible find quickly went viral all
(Continued on page 12)

Before You Buy That Metal Detector Handbook Check:
http://www.mdhtalk.org/articles/before-you-buy-hb/before-you-buy-handbook.pdf
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How I Learned To
Mind My Own
Business
I was walking past
the mental hospital
the other day and all
the patients were
shouting, "13 ... 13 ...
13."

(Continued from page 7)

Michael Ellis, arts minister, said: “I applaud the large
number of interested parties waiving their right to a reward for treasure cases, with individuals foregoing their
share in 86 cases this year. These donations have allowed museums to acquire find that they may not have
otherwise been able to, thereby allowing the public to
enjoy and experts to study them”.
Referring to a DCMS study which showed that 1.5 per
cent of adults in England had taken part in metal detecting in the last year, he said: “This increase in detecting
has contributed hugely to the extension of our
knowledge of our past.”
Experts say programmes such as Detectorists, a BBC
sitcom starring Mackenzie Crook and Toby Jones which
began airing in 2014, have tempted more amateur
searchers to try out the hobby.
telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/12/29/payday-metaldetectorists-average-treasure-find-now-worth2671

✍

The fence was too
high to see over, but
I saw a little gap in
the planks, so I
looked through to see
what was going on.
Some idiot poked me
in the eye with a stick
and then they all
started shouting,
"14 ... 14 ... 14."
You are a detectorist
if you fill your holes.
But ........
You are a vandal if
you do not!
The News, February 2019
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Calendar of Events
February Meeting
Wednesday, February 6. We will meet at The Edge
Sports Center in Fort Collins, 4450 Denrose Court at
6:00PM.
Meeting Agenda
6:00 - 7:00 Social Hour and Setup
7:00 - 7:30 Business, Announcements & Find of
the Month Program
7:30 - 7:45 Break
7:45 - 9:00 "Gold Sluicing” by Bob Murphy and
other members.

RMPTH DUES
RMPTH is an unincorporated Social Club with
no income generated. All
expenses are covered by
$35 annual dues. Members are requested to
consider minor donations
at each monthly meeting
to cover refreshments.

Visit RMPTH On The Internet At
http://rmpth.com

MAP TO THE MEETING PLACE
The Edge Sports Center
4450 Denrose Court
Fort Collins, CO 80524

Directions:
The Edge Sports Center is location on Denrose Court, situated in the southeast quadrant of the
State Highway 14/ I-25 intersection. The building is immediately east of McDonalds.
Park in the large parking lot at the east side of the building.
Page 10
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February 2019
Sun

Mon

3

4

Tue

5

Wed

6

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

7

8

9

14

15

16

22

23

Fri

Sat

1

2

7

8

9

14

15

16

RMPTH Finds Program
& Social 6:00P
RMPTH Meeting 7:00P

10

11

12

13

RMPTH Board Meeting
6:00P
Valentine’s Day

17

18

19

20

21

26

27

28

President’s Day

24

25

March 2019
Sun

Mon

3

4

Tue

5

Wed

6

Thu

MPTH Finds Program &
Social 6:00P
RMPTH Meeting 7:00P

10

11

12

13

RMPTH Board Meeting
6:00P

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31
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It is with profound
sadness that we
report the passing of
Louise Smyth, owner
of Gold'n'Detectors
in Golden, Colorado.
Louise passed away
last week after an
extended illness. Rest
in peace good friend.

RMPTH Field Outing Statement
NOTE: The Coordinators and participants stay in
touch and continue to review and plan upcoming
presentations and outings for the year on a monthly
basis. Our editor Rick Mattingly needs timely event
information for each issue of The News. Please get
information about any particular event to him by the
15th of the month to meet the printing deadline for
the next issue.
Planned trips, outings, activities, and meeting programs are in the newsletter and on line at the clubs
website. Planning is a work in progress and additional outings and activities are added and sometimes deleted on an ongoing basis. Events planned
in the upcoming month are emphasized to the attendees at the monthly meetings. Contact the
Presentations Coordinators or Editor if you have
any suggestions or ideas throughout the year for
fieldtrips, outings, and programs.
The best made plans may change at the last minute due to the illness of the Trail Boss, weather,
land access, vehicles breaking down, wrong meeting sites, etc. Please be understanding of extenuating circumstances and contact the coordinator or
Trail Boss of a specific event if there is any question of an event being cancelled or changed at the
last minute.
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over social media and hit headlines worldwide. Everyone
was amazed by the enormous find, but also by the fact that
you can simply buy a tank on eBay. Who would have
thought that was even legal?
Well, now you know. If you want to start your own personal
army, it’s not as difficult as you’d expect. Reporters also
hunted down the man that sold Mead the tank. Turns out,
he isn’t bitter about not finding the gold himself. But he did
say that if Mead gets to keep the gold, he expects to be taken
out for a pint of beer.
30. Will Mead Get Anything
British police are currently trying to track down the rightful
owners of the gold and get it back to them but one question
still remains. In the event that they are not able to find the
rightful owners, who will get the gold?
Mead has stated that he keeps the receipt he got from the
police in a bank vault to be safe. At most, he says, he might
get a finder’s fee. But he still keeps his fingers crossed that
maybe, just maybe, he will get to keep the five gold bullions
he discovered inside the tank he bought.
31. Getting Creative
Nick Mead and his crew’s extraordinary story fascinated
many on social media. Among the commenters that were
impressed by his fortunate discovery, some were shocked
that he actually reported his new found treasure to the police. Among those commenters, one had a more intricate
plan.
The commenter, a man named Jeremy Wetzel, suggested
keeping quiet and selling the gold discreetly (and for a discount), for some quick, under-the-radar cash. Others suggested melting the gold into seemingly innocent jewelry.
We’re just hoping they aren’t speaking from experience!
32. Whose Gold Is It, Anyway?
Did Nick Mead do the right thing when he turned the gold
and ammunition in? Well, it depends on who you ask. Out
of the many commenters, a man by the name of Nicholas
Van Pelt was more for the “finders keepers” approach.
A similar case happened in San Jose, CA when a man, identified only as John, bought a storage unit that ended up
having a treasure of rare gold coins stashed inside. The
lucky John ended up putting the coins up for auction, turning his $1,100 investment into a profit of $500K. Wonder
what would have happened if he turned it in to the police!
33. Not Such a Bad Idea?
Though most commenters disapproved of Mead’s decision
to get the police involved in his discovery, one person actually thought it was a clever idea. Even if he did turn it in, it’s
not that unlikely that he gets it back eventually.
Actually, as commenter Nick Rapaport suggests, it’s probably impossible to trace back the gold’s original owner, considering they did dubiously stash it in a tank. And if the
original owner isn’t found, Nick Mead is probably next in
✍
line.
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Carrying Things
A Little Too Far
from June, 1998 issue of Washington Prospectors
Newsletter via the Internet

O

ur story opens with a copy of a certified letter to Mr. Ryan DeVries, of Pierson, Michigan. The letter was sent by the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality.
It has come to the attention of the Department of
Environmental Quality that there has been recent
unauthorized activity on property located at T11N,
R1OW, Sec. 20. You have been certified as the legal
landowner and/or contractor who did the following
unauthorized activity: Construction and maintenance of two wood debris dams across the outlet
stream of Spring Pond.

A permit must be issued prior to the start of this
type of activity. A review of the Department’s files
shows that no permits have been issued. Therefore,
the Department has determined that this activity is
in violation of Part 301, Inland Lakes and Streams,
of the Natural Resource and Environmental protection Act, Act 451 of the Public Acts of 1994, being
sections 324.30101 to 324.30113 of the Michigan
Complied Laws, annotated.
The Department has been informed that one or
both of the dams partially failed during a recent
rain event, causing debris and flooding at downstream locations. We find that dams of this nature
are inherently hazardous and cannot be permitted.
The Department therefore orders you to cease and
desist all unauthorized activities at this location,
and to restore the stream to a free-flow condition by
removing all wood and brush forming the dams
from the strewn channel. All restoration work shall
be completed no later than January 31, 1998.
Please notify this office when the restoration has
been completed so that a follow-up site inspection
may be scheduled by our staff. Failure to comply
with this request or any further unauthorized activity on the site may result in this case being referred
for elevated enforcement action. We anticipate and
would appreciate your full cooperation in this matter. please feel free to contact me at this office if you
have any questions.
Sincerely, David L. Price
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District Representative, Land and Water Management
Division
Michigan Dept. of Environmental Quality
Mr. Stephen Tvedten, a man of honor and intelligence, gave Mr. Price the following reply:
Your certified letter has been handed to me to respond to the various charges contained therein. You
sent a great many carbon copies to a lot of people, but
you neglected to include their addresses. You will,
therefore, have to send them a copy of my response.
First of all, Mr. Ryan DeVries is not the legal landowner and/or contractor at 2088 Dagget Road, Pierson,
Michigan. I am the legal owner, and I share the land
with a couple of wild beavers who are in the
(apparently State-unauthorized) process of constructing and maintaining two wood “debris” dams across
the outlet stream of my Spring Pond. While I did not
pay for, nor authorize their dam project, I think they
would be highly offended at your calling their skillful
use of natural building materials “debris.” I would
like to challenge you to attempt to emulate their dam
project any dam time and/or any dam place you
choose. I believe I can safely state there is no dam way
you could even come close to matching their dam
skills, their dam resourcefulness, their dam ingenuity, their dam persistence, their dam determination
and/or their dam work ethic.
As to your dam request that the beavers must first fill
out a dam permit prior to the start of this type of dam
activity, my first dam question to you is: are you trying to discriminate against my Spring Pond beavers,
or do you require all dam beavers throughout this
state to conform to these dam requests? If you are not
discriminating against these particular beavers,
please send me completed copies of all other applicable beaver dam permits. Perhaps we will see if there
really is a dam violation of Part 301, Inland Lakes
and Streams, of the Natural Resource and Environmental Protection Act, Act 451 of the Public Acts of
1994, being sections 324.30101 to 324.30113 of the
Michigan Complied Laws, annotated. My first concern
is, aren’t the dam beavers entitled to dam legal representation? The Spring Pond beavers are by nature
financially destitute and are unable to pay for their
dam representation, so the State will have to provide
them with a dam lawyer. The Department’s dam concern that either one or both of the dams failed during
a recent rain event causing flooding is proof we
should leave the dam Spring Pond beavers alone rather than harassing them and calling them dam
names.
(Continued on page 14)
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(Continued from page 13)

If you want the dam stream “restored” to a dam freeflow condition, please contact the dam beavers. If you
are planning on arresting them, please remember that
they do not speak English, so you will have to read
them their dam Miranda rights first. As for me, I am
not going to cause more dam flooding or dam debris
jams by interfering with these dam builders. If you
want to hurt these dam beavers, be aware that I am
sending a copy of your dam letter and this dam response to PETA, People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals. If your dam department seriously finds all
dams of this nature inherently hazardous and truly
will not permit their existence in this dam state, I certainly hope you are not selectively enforcing this dam
policy, as both the beavers and I will scream prejudice, and file suit appropriately!
In my humble opinion, the Spring Pond beavers have
a right to build their dam unauthorized dams as long
as the sky is blue, the grass is green and water flows
downstream. They have more dam right than I to live
and enjoy Spring Pond. So, as far as the beavers and I
are concerned, their dam case can be referred to

more dam elevated enforcement action right now.
Why wait until January 31, 1998? The Spring Pond
beavers may be under the dam ice then, and there will
be no dam way for you or your dam staff can contact
or harass them.
In conclusion, I would like to bring to you attention a
real environmental quality problem, concerning the
health of our public lands. Were you aware that bears
are actually defecating in our woods, and on public
land? I definitely believe you should persecute the defecating bears and leave the dam beavers alone. If you
are going to investigate the beaver dam, watch your
step, as the bears are not too careful where they
‘dump’.
Since I have been unable to comply with your dam
request, and since I have been unable to contact you
on your dam answering machine, I am sending this
response to your dam office.
Sincerely,
Stephen Tvedten
cc: PETA

✍

Group of early gold miners working the sluice.
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Gold Glossary
Flumes - Flumes are like sluice boxes,
they do not have riffles though and
are used solely to transport water in
areas where a ditch would be impossible (cliffsides, rocky hillsides). Two
flumes were built in the construction
of the China Ditch.

Gold Facts
Symbol: AU
Atomic Number: 79
Atomic Weight: 196.967
Melting Point: 1063° (1945° F)
Specific Gravity: 19.2
MOH’s Scale of Hardness:
2.5 - 3
Karat
24K = 100% Pure Gold
18K = 75% Pure Gold
14K = 58% Pure Gold
10K = 42% Pure Gold
Troy Weights
1 grain = 0.0648 grams
24 grains = 1 penny
weight (DWT) = 1.552 grams
20 DWT = 1 ounce =
480 grains = 31.10 grams
12 ounces = 1 Troy pound =

One and one-half tons of gold bricks and dust on display inside the Alaska Commercial Company’s store, Dawson City, Yukon Territory, June 9, 1901.
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YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
COULD BE HERE!
Call Rick Mattingly
at 970-669-1205
or rickmatt@q.com
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Trading Post
FOR SALE: Jewelers propane/oxygen torch, many cabochons, beads and tools. Contact Ann at
(970) 6667-3705.
FOR SALE: A "MUST HAVE" T-Shirt for every Prospector
and Treasure Hunter. Quality 100% cotton tees. See and
order from:
http://BestBlackandGold.com.
WANTED: Used lapidary equipment. Call Kathie 970-2211623
WANTED: Federal or state duck stamps; mint or used. Contact John Hart at (307) 778-3993.

NOTE:
Purchase arrangements are between the buyer and
seller only and involves no financial benefit to RMPTH.

About Trading Post
The News runs classified ads in Trading Post
for three consecutive issues. Trading Post ads
for topic related items up to 10 lines (or 70
words) long are free. To place an ad in Trading
Post contact Rick Mattingly at (970) 613-8968
evenings
or e-mail at: rickmatt@q.com
Commercial Advertising
Specifications
(Monthly Donation Rate)
Full Page (8 1/2" X 7")
$30
Half Page (3 1/4" X 7")
One Third Page (3" X 4")
Business Card (2 3/4" X 1 1/2")

$20
$15
$ 5

Ads must be received by the 15th of the
preceding month. Contact Rick Mattingly for
information on this service at
(970) 613-6968 evenings or e-mail at:
rickmatt@q.com.

All mistakes and
misspellings were
intentionally made so
that you could have
the pleasure of finding them.
Colorado School of Mines
Geology Museum
Golden, Colorado
Contact us: 303-273-3815 or
geomuseum@mines.edu
Identification of specimens is performed
between 10 a.m. and noon, Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
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WEEKEND & SMALL-SCALE
MINER’S CODE OF ETHICS
I WILL respect other prospector’s claims and not work
those claims without the owner’s permission
I WILL have on-site all necessary permits and licenses
I WILL build fires in designated or safe places only,
and in accordance with current State and Federal
guidelines
I WILL be careful with fuels and motor oils and be
cognizant of their potential destructive effect on the
environment
I WILL remove and properly dispose of all trash and
debris that I find - I will not litter
I WILL be thoughtful, considerate and courteous to
those around me at all time
I WILL appreciate and protect our heritage of natural
resources, wildlife, fisheries and private property, and
respect all laws or ordinances governing prospecting
and mining
I WILL NOT remove stream bank material, destroy
natural vegetation or woody debris dams, nor discharge excess silt into the waterways
I WILL NOT refuel motorized equipment in the stream
I WILL NOT allow oil from motorized
equipment to drip onto the ground or into the water
I WILL NOT prospect in areas closed to prospecting
and mining

The Last Civil War
Checks

T

he American Civil War was a low point for the
nation, dividing the loyalty of states, of communities, and in many cases, even of families. There
are even a few cases of individual soldiers who couldn’t
decide which side of the war to fight for. Take, for example, the case of Pvt. Mose Triplett. Born on February 4,
1846, he enlisted with the Confederacy -- but by 1862,
the then-16-year-old thought better of it. As the two sides
approached Gettysburg, Private Triplett deserted and
joined up with the Union, serving in North Carolina’s
mounted infantry from October 1864 until the war came
to an end the following spring.
That part of Triplett’s story isn’t unique. But what he did
afterward is. And it’s why every month, the United States
Treasury finds itself about four score minus seven dollars lighter than it would otherwise.
Why's that? Because as of 2017, the government is still
paying out Triplett’s war pension.
Triplett lived a long life after the war -- he’d pass away in
1938 at the age of 92 years old -- and he outlived his first
wife, Mary, who died in the 1920s. The couple never had
any children and given that Triplett himself was in his
seventies, he seemed unlikely to have any. But in 1924,
Triplett, then in his mid-80s, married a woman named
Elida Hall, who according to the Wall Street Journal was
“nearly 50 years his junior” and “was mentally disabled,
according to people who knew her.”
Triplett and the former Ms. Hall had five children, three
of whom died in their infancy. The two surviving children were Irene, born in 1930, and Everette, born in
1934. Elida passed away in 1967; Everette in 1996. That
left just Irene, who according to 38 U.S.C. 1533, was
entitled to her father's war pension. Under that statute,
Irene Triplett was due $73.13 every single month for the
rest of her life -- even though the Civil War ended more
than 150 years ago.
And yes, that amount is still getting paid, as of 2017.
U.S. News and World Report confirmed that with the
Department of Veterans Affairs, that Triplett is still alive.
The VA spokesperson also explained that they'll make
payments as long as she's with us, stating that the "VA
has an obligation to take care of our nation’s veterans no
matter how long. It is an honor to serve and care for
those who served our country." That may an overstatement, though; $73.13 a month is not a lot of money, but
that's all she gets. The statue doesn't require that the
amount is adjusted for inflation.

Offer Your Assistance To Any
Of Our Program Coordinators
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Dan Lewis <dan@nowiknow.com>

✍
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Rocky Mountain Prospectors and Treasure Hunters Club
2018 Schedule of Events
Month

Meeting Program

Trip/Activity

January

“Railhead Camps”
By Rick Mattingly

No Trip/Activity Scheduled

February

“Love Tokens”
By Rick Mattingly

No Trip/Activity Scheduled

March

“Coin Grading”
By Dave Yeager Of Corner Coin

“Denver GPAA Show”
“Fort Collins Rockhounds Gem & Mineral Show”

April

“Detecting Presentation“
By RMPTH Members

“WSGS Lab Tour In Laramie & Diamond Discussion”
By Wayne Sutherland
“GPS Clinic”

May

“Mining and Refining”
By David Emslie

“Prospecting & Detecting Clinic at Lions Open Space—
Signup Only”
“Let’s Go Gold Panning On The Arkansas’ Event – GPOC”

June

“Jade Hunting”
Roger Kritchbaum, AKA “Jademan”

“Ames Monument & Sherman Townsite Tour”
“Clear Creek Gold Outing”
“Detector Challenge”
“State Annual Gold Panning Championships”

July

“Yellowstone Caldera”
By Wayne Sutherland, WSGS

“Grasslands Detector Hunt”
“Douglas Creek Historic Gold Tour”
“Eureka Rush To The Rockies Hunt”

August

“Geological Formations
Associated With Gold”
By

“Clear Creek Gold Outing”
“Vic’s Gold Panning—Blackhawk”

September

“Gold Scales Presentation”
By Rick Mattingly

“RMPTH Annual Coin & Prize Hunt”
“Stone Age Fair”
“Denver Mineral & Fossil Show”

October

“Nugget Shooting Presentation”
By Rick Mattingly

“Off-Road Detector Outing”

November

“Annual “Show & Tell” &
Silent Auction”

No Trip/Activity Scheduled

December

“Annual Christmas Party”
“Find of the Year Program”
“Prospector/Detectorist of the Year”

“Flatirons Mineral Club & Model Train Show”

Good Hunting in 2018!
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Rocky Mountain
Prospectors & Treasure Hunters
Contact List
RMPTH Coordinators
Bob Murphy

President
Vice President

———————–

Home

E-Mail

1-970-330-9009

mrphybob7@aol.com

———————–

———————–

Treasurer

Wayne Hall

1-970-682-5035

wayneahall@gmail.com

Secretary

Darlene Bradley

1-970-532-2344

dbmios@earthlink.net

Rick Mattingly

1-970-669-1205

rickmatt@q.com

Rick Mattingly

1-970-669-1205

rickmatt@q.com

Dave Landes
Betsy Emond
Joe Johnston

1-720-985-4186
1-970-218-0290
1-303-696-6950

midnightoil45@aol.com
bemond@fcgov.com
cjoej1@peoplepc.com

The News Staff
Editor-in-Chief
Internet Web Site
Web Master
Volunteers/Coordinators
Finds Program

Presentations

———————–

———————–

———————–

Club Historian

Steve McNeill

1-970-556-0755

pawfullo@yahoo.com

Club Meeting Greeter

Barbara Schuldt

1-480-277-0893

Club Librarian

Joe Johnston

1-303-696-6950

Club Photo Librarian

Need Volunteer

———————–

———————–

Meeting Setup

Need Volunteer

———————–

———————–

Door Prize

Need Volunteer

———————–

———————–

50/50 Drawing

Woody Hodgdon

1-970-217-8124

ftcolwoody@juno.com

Coin Raffle

Woody Hogdon

1-970-217-8124

ftcolwoody@juno.com

———————–
cjoej1@peoplepc.com

General Information Contact: Bob Murphy at 970-330-9009 or mrphybob7@aol.com

Visit RMPTH on the Internet at: http://rmpth.com

Let’s Go For The Gold !
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